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NFLA submitted detailed views on nuclear
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NFLA opposes Government’s £1bn on nuclear sub reactors
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UK energy policy can DECC deliver it?
SSE Chief Executive
quite right about
nuclear subsidies Bill
Burgeoning costs of
Sellafield facilities is
sadly predictable
Geothermal energy
could be ay key part
of the new energy
mix
It is not
unreasonable to be
concerned about
nuclear power
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members

NFLA supports a Mayors for Peace appeal
to the Rio+20 Climate Change
Conference calling on Governments to cut
military spending in favour of sustainable
development.

European Cities
Conference on
concern over
nuclear power,
Brussels, 25th and
26th September
2012.

NFLA Steering
Committee,
Manchester Town
Hall, 5th October
2012.

Dates for national
NFLA Forum
meetings in August,
September and
October will be
confirmed in the
July NFLA
Newsletter.

